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Olympic security may
halt Islands’ air services
Security arrangements for the 2010
Olympic Games may threaten air
services between the Gulf Islands and
Vancouver, as well as flights from other
coastal and interior points. According to
airline operators, passengers and
baggage destined for Vancouver
Harbour and Vancouver Airport South
Terminal between January 29 and
March 24, 2010 must pass through
security screening similar to that used
for large commercial flights.
Many Gulf Islanders use small
airlines, often floatplanes, to get to and
from
Vancouver
quickly
and
conveniently. These flights land and
take off virtually anywhere on the
Islands where there is a suitable dock.
Olympic security officials have
OLYMPICS, please turn to page 2

Marine Harvest
appeals aquaculture
decision

BC’s largest aquaculture company,
Marine Harvest Canada Ltd, has
announced that it intends to appeal the
February 9 BC Supreme Court decision
that the federal government, not the
provincial government, has jurisdiction
over aquaculture on BC’s coast (see
Island Tides February 26, 2009).
The original case was brought by
Alexandra Morton, who lives in the
Broughton Archipelago, and who has
fought long and hard to prevent sea lice
from salmon farms attacking juvenile
salmon on their way from the streams
where they are hatched to the sea. While
it is unusual for the courts to hear
constitutional challenges, Justice
Hinkson accepted the case as a matter of
public interest.
Morton, represented by well-known
environmental lawyer Greg McDade,
argued that salmon raised in floating
net-pen salmon farms were in fact a
‘fishery,’ and thus fell, constitutionally,
under the federal Fisheries Act. The case
was defended by the provincial
government and Marine Harvest, who
said that aquaculture was in fact a form
of agriculture, and was properly the
domain of the province.
Justice Hinkson agreed with
Morton, and gave the federal and
provincial governments twelve months
to organize the change of jurisdiction.
Marine Harvest will argue that their
fish are in fact private property from the
time they are hatched to the time they
are harvested, and thus not subject to
the Fisheries Act. According to
provincial Minister of Agriculture and
Lands Ron Cantelon, the provincial
government will not join in the appeal,
and it is negotiating with the federal
government. 0
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Trust Council vote
supports examining
PMFL exemption for
Galiano Island
Protection of Islands Trust bylaws moves a step closer at the
March 11 meeting of the Islands Trust when Trust Council
passed a motion instructing the Executive Committee to
explore a solution to the conflict that exists over the
management of the large tracts of private forest land on
Galiano Island. The proposed solution to the problem is to
seek an exemption from section 21 of the Private Managed
Forest Land (PMFL) Act.
If such as exemption were granted, it would finally resolve
the conflict that exists between the PMFL Act and the object
and policy statement of the Islands Trust Act.
Misty MacDuffee, chair of NGO Gulf Islands Alliance
(GIA), told Trust Council that such an exemption would allow
Galiano Island to embark on its OCP review without the
fragmentation that currently exists due to different land use
objectives inside and outside the PMFL.
If the change isn’t made, Galiano’s desire to undertake
community planning and implement Trust objectives in
these areas are overridden by forestry policy.
Initiatives to solve this problem between the two Acts
were started by the Islands Trust as early as 2005, just after
the PMFL Act came into effect. In 2005, Trust Council passed
a resolution unanimously requesting that the Executive
Committee advocate for legislative changes and provincial
co-operation to implement the Trust Object in areas that
were included in PMFL jurisdiction.
In June 2008, concerns were again expressed by Trust
Council over the PMFL Act. A resolution was passed
requesting staff to explore a request to the lieutenant
Governor in Council to exempt the Trust Area from the
PMFL Act and it regulations.
Clearly, Trust Council has been trying to resolve the
conflict between the two Acts since the PMFL came into place
in 2004.
A motion to pursue an exemption using Section 21 of the
GALIANO ISLAND, please turn to page 2
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Lamb season in full swing.

Jordan River TFL removal breeds chaos for CRD ~ Patrick Brown
The chaos resulting from the provincial
government decision to release most of
Vancouver Island’s remaining privately owned
Tree Farm License (TFL) land from the
jurisdiction might be straightened out by the
courts, or it could be solved by provincial
government intervention on behalf of the Capital
Regional District. But while it continues, Western
Forest Products are unlikely to be able to sell the
land for development.
As reported in the March 12 edition of Island
Tides, the BC Supreme Court has allowed new
bylaws covering development on some 2,500
hectares of former forest lands near Jordan River
to remain in place while an appeal of the Court’s
December 2008 decision is heard. The bylaws,
recently passed by the Capital Regional District
(CRD), are intended to control development in
the Juan de Fuca Electoral Area (JDFEA) while
planning of the area is done.
The lands in question were formerly part of
Tree Farm Licenses (TFL) held by Western Forest
Products (WFP), but also fell within the
boundaries of the JDFEA, part of the CRD. They
suddenly became developable in 2007 when the
provincial Minister of Forests, Rich Coleman,

unexpectedly allowed some 28,000 hectares of
Western Forest Products-owned TFL land to be
released from Forests Ministry control to become
private managed forest lands, eligible for any
development allowed by the current zoning.
Since Minister Coleman had not consulted or
notified the CRD before allowing the release of the
lands, the regional government was caught
completely off-guard by a development
application quickly submitted by WFP under the
existing bylaws, which permitted forestry, and
which allowed subdivision of much of the land
into four-hectare parcels.
The CRD moved quickly to put new bylaws in
place, mandating minimum parcel sizes of 120
hectares for much of the lands, and limiting bare
land strata development. These bylaws were upset
by a Supreme Court decision resulting from a legal
challenge by WFP. The Court held that the voting
procedure used by the CRD was improper, but did
not comment on the bylaws themselves. It is this
decision that the CRD is currently appealing.

Land For Sale
Back in August 2006, WFP had formally advised
the Ministry that it planned to offer some of its
land for sale. Soon after the 2007 release of the

land from the TFL, real estate firm Colliers invited
bids on some 2,500 hectares between Otter Point
and Sooke, including a substantial part of the
Jordan River townsite, and considerable
waterfront. Bids closed on October 18, 2007.
Developer Ender Ilkay acquired an option on
all of the land on offer, but by June, 2008 had
completed the purchase of only 250 hectares for a
reported $3 million—about $12,000 per hectare.
(These seven parcels were among the few
unaffected by the new CRD rezoning bylaws.) In
July last year, he was quoted as saying that his
original purchase plan was ‘off the rails’.
Meanwhile, WFP prepared subdivision plans
for all 2,500 hectares, which under the original
zoning would allow 319 lots of 2-5 hectares. These
plans were filed with the Ministry of Highways
(responsible for approving subdivisions) in April
2008, just before the Minister of Community
Services, Ida Chong, signed the new CRD bylaws.
If the CRD bylaws are upheld on appeal, these
subdivision plans must be approved by April 23,
2009 to be valid.
The CRD formally advised the BC Ministry of
Transportation in November, 2008 that they were
opposed to the subdivisions, but the ministry has
JORDAN RIVER, please turn to page 6

Gary Holman NDP candidate for southern islands

On the afternoon of Saturday March 14 members
of Saanich North & the Islands NDP gathered in
Sidney to nominate their candidate for the May 12
Provincial election.
The successful candidate, Salt Spring resident
Gary Holman, served two terms as CRD director.
He is known for his strong support of the Islands
Trust with its ‘preserve and protect’ mandate.

Holman is an economist and has served on the
boards of the Land Conservancy of BC.
In accepting the nomination, Holman stated, ‘I
look forward to working with Carole James and
the New Democrats on their progressive agenda
to construct affordable housing, take effective
action on climate change, protect public health
care and education, and increase food security.’

He spoke of his concern that the erosion of the
social safety net, privatization of public assets, and
weakening of environmental regulations occurred
during a time of economic growth.
He asked, ‘What will this Campbell Liberals
government do if we give them another 4-year
term in the face of this serious recession?’ 0
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The Supreme Court of British Columbia has ruled in favour of
the Islands Trust and ordered a North Pender Island property
owner to cease the use of his property as a commercial resort.
The North Pender Island Local Trust Committee sought an
injunction to halt the commercial use of a rural property on
North Pender Island with five dwellings, meeting and wedding
and recreation facilities, and a dock.
The committee argued that Robert Conconi was using his
property as a commercial resort, called ‘The Timbers’, in breach
of local bylaws, which do not permit such use. Mr Conconi
argued that the use of the dwellings on the property for shortterm paying guests was a permitted use under the current land
use bylaw, and as a lawful non-conforming use pursuant to the
previous Zoning Bylaw.
‘Reading the Zoning Bylaw as a whole, it is clear that
accommodation of temporary public guests is expressly
permitted in the C2 zone, and not the R1 zone, the bylaw clearly
distinguished between temporary accommodation of the public
and other accommodation… In my view, the bylaw is not
ambiguous on any of these points,’ stated the Honourable
Madam Justice BJ Brown in her Reasons for Judgement
granting the injunction sought by the Local Trust Committee.

AT POINT ATKINSON

MARCH/APRIL
Day

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

Day

24
TU

0426
1032
1605
2219

14.1
7.9
12.5
5.9

4.3
2.4
3.8
1.8

25
WE

0446
1101
1653
2255

14.1
6.9
13.1
6.2

4.3
2.1
4.0
1.9

26
TH

0506
1131
1740
2330
0527
1204
1829

14.1
5.6
13.5
7.2
14.4
4.6
13.8

4.3
1.7
4.1
2.2
4.4
1.4
4.2

0007
0551
1240
1922

8.2
14.4
3.6
14.1

2.5
4.4
1.1
4.3

0046
0617
1320
2020
0130
0646
1403
2125
0223
0718
1451
2237

9.2
14.4
2.6
14.1
10.2
14.4
2.3
14.1
11.2
13.8
2.3
14.1

2.8
4.4
0.8
4.3
3.1
4.4
0.7
4.3
3.4
4.2
0.7
4.3

27
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28
SA
29
SU
30
MO
31
TU

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

WE

1

0332
0757
1547
2351

11.5
13.5
2.6
14.1

3.5
4.1
0.8
4.3

2

0507
0851
1650

11.8
12.8
3.3

3.6
3.9
1.0

3

0059
0653
1017
1801
0156
0806
1205
1912

14.4
11.2
11.8
3.9
14.4
10.2
11.5
4.3

4.4
3.4
3.6
1.2
4.4
3.1
3.5
1.3

0239
0854
1345
2016

14.8
8.9
11.8
4.9

4.5
2.7
3.6
1.5

0314
0935
1504
2112
0344
1013
1609
2202

14.8
7.5
12.1
5.6
14.8
6.2
12.8
6.6

4.5
2.3
3.7
1.7
4.5
1.9
3.9
2.0

0412
1049
1706
2247

14.8
4.9
13.5
7.5

4.5
1.5
4.1
2.3

TH

FR

4

SA

5

SU

6

MO

7

TU

8
WE
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AT FULFORD HARBOUR

MARCH/APRIL

Day

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

Day

24
TU

0409
1004
1526
2135

9.8
6.6
8.9
4.3

3.0
2.0
2.7
1.3

WE

25
WE

0425
1026
1625
2211

9.8
5.6
9.2
4.9

3.0
1.7
2.8
1.5

TH

26
TH

0441
1052
1721
2246

10.2
4.6
9.2
5.6

27
FR

0456
1122
1818
2322

28
SA

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

1

0302
0650
1511

9.5
10.2
1.6

2.9
3.1
0.5

2

0005
0510
0726
0614

10.5
9.5
9.5
2.0

3.2
2.9
2.9
0.6

3.1
1.4
2.8
1.7

3
FR

0104
0715
0841
1724

10.8
8.9
8.9
2.3

3.3
2.7
2.7
0.7

10.2
3.6
9.5
6.6

3.1
1.1
2.9
2.0

4
SA

0151
0802
1047
1832

10.8
8.2
8.5
3.0

3.3
2.5
2.6
0.9

0513
1157
1918

10.2
2.6
9.8

3.1
0.8
3.0

5

0228
0836
1248
1932

10.8
7.2
8.2
3.3

3.3
2.2
2.5
1.0

29
SU

0001
0532
1238
2024

7.5
10.5
2.0
9.8

2.3
3.2
0.6
3.0

6
MI

0258
0909
1427
2025

10.5
6.2
8.5
4.3

3.2
1.9
2.6
1.3

30
MO

0047
0554
1323
2137

8.2
10.5
1.6
10.2

2.5
3.2
0.5
3.1

7

0323
0941
1547
2114

10.5
4.9
8.9
4.9

3.2
1.5
2.7
1.5

31
TU

0143
0620
1414
2253

8.9
10.2
1.3
10.5

2.7
3.1
0.4
3.2

8

0345
1013
1653
2159

10.5
3.9
9.2
5.9

3.2
1.2
2.8
1.8

SU

TU

WE

ADD ONE HOUR FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
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Islands Trust wins
injunction against shortterm vacation rental

STVR, please turn to page 7

Saturna Notes ~ Priscilla Ewbank

On March 15, a snappy northeast gale cancelled all light plane
flights and small boat traffic. In the early afternoon, looking from
Tumbo Channel into the Strait of Georgia all you could see was a
blue view of standing froth in front of the North Shore
Mountains, exciting! Recently sky water has come in every
format and every direction: snow sleet, hail, rain. The joy of it is
that ten minutes later the clouds might tear apart and brilliant
blue sky is on some horizon, or right over you. The crocus are fun
to watch—they crank open like plates in the sunlight and shut
their buds immediately the sun clouds over. The red flowering
currant (Ribes sanguineum) are just about to break bud and, as
you would expect, the humming birds are beginning to arrive!

Kenneth Stanley Page
April 26, 1915-Mar 17, 2009
It is with great sadness that we announce the passing of our
dear father. Ken died peacefully in his sleep after a brief
decline in health. He was predeceased by his wife Kay in
October, 2005. He is survived by daughter Gina and son
John, sister Dorothy Griffin, and granddaughters Leanne
and Lindsay Page. He was predeceased by brothers Jack,
Leslie and Ronald.
Ken was raised on Galiano Island and enjoyed the close
knit community life. As a young man he embarked on an
interesting variety of occupations. The list includes
experiences at Gossip Island, Bamberton, James Island, a
few years aboard the SS Nootka, and a short stint on the
Princess Adelaide run to Alaska.
War years included work in Comox and Newcastle Island
bases. His career with the provincial government spanned
the late 1940s to late 1970s, with successive positions in
Victoria, Vernon, Duncan, and Nanaimo.
Ken was a long standing member of BC Assessment
Association and the CP Coasters club. Both he and Kay had a
love of the outdoors, and enjoyed gardening, sailing,
camping, and RV-exploring.
Ken was always outgoing and eager to make conversation
and made friends easily. He had an endless fund of stories,
many very funny, and was a born raconteur, enriching his
tales with an amazing memory for detail. A brief service will
be held at First Memorial Chapel, 4725 Falaise Drive,
Victoria, Friday, March 27 at 2pm, followed by a tea in the
Reception Room.
J.P. & G.P.
of the community. Which of us would taking money not our own
and run the risk of fraying the community’s web of trust? I relate
this theft to remind us all of the value of the trust and goodwill
we hold between us.

Concert

Theft

Saturna Arts and Concerts Society held the season’s second
musical concert on March 7 at the community hall. Suzie
Leblanc, a Canadian soprano of international renown, sang a
selection from early opera. While the style of music is not my
favourite, the degree of finesse and inherent beauty was
captivating.
Leblanc’s singing is quite astounding: her face and body
delivered entertainment with graceful movements, large and
small. Only one song was in English, so I listening to her as if I
were having a conversation with the most melodious voice using
all the aspects of speaking, but I was not distracted by the
meaning of words. Kortgaard effortless piano accompaniment
was the other voice in the conversation.
The hall was quite cool; the night was cold and the heat went
on late. At the intermission when tea, coffee and goodies are
served, the hand-knitted tea cozies, warmed by the hot teapots,
looked inviting to use as hats or hand-warmers! However, our
soprano, dressed in a ravishing, revealing dress reported that,
once she is performing, the temperature hardly matters.

While unloading the Saturna General Store truck, Jon Guy
pulled his wallet out of his pocket to get his keys out to unlock the
back door of the store. He put his wallet on a big blue plastic tote
and forgot about it. The next day, someone brought it in to the
store and handed it to one of the cashiers. There it was, a black
wallet fat with all the cards and stuff needed to negotiate a day of
freight and inventory pick-ups in town with all the different
kinds of credit cards, membership IDs, keys and entry cards to
access loading docks—all were there—but $90 was missing.
Forgetting your wallet in a public place, overnight and some
of Sunday is high risk—but not on Saturna, not till now anyway.
Jon was chagrined that he was forgetful, relieved it came back
and hurt that someone would put their desires above the fabric

On March 12 at the Community Hall, the Saturna Women’s
Service Club put on a splendid feast for their community, as they
do twice a year. Wonderful as the deluxe roast beef dinner was,
it was the animated and happy conversations that were filling the
lounge before dinner and during dinner that were so heartening.
Beginning her welcome speech, club president Lorna Quinn had
to shout several times before the lively conversation died down—
exactly what the Women’s Club envisioned about five years ago
when they conceived a community dinner with good inexpensive
food held on a weekday. The dinner now has weekenders and
people who have moved away from Saturna ‘coming home’ for
this occasion! 0

Spring Break
Our school children are on holiday and out all over the
community, released from the school demands that fill much of
their days. It is great to see kids with their parents walking the
beaches, lolling about at the stores with their buddies, and
crowding the recycling freestore trying on good stuff. We always
have the pleasure of kids visiting Haggis Farm to look at the
chickens, the new chicks, the turkeys and the pony.

GALIANO ISLAND, from page 1
PMFL Act was passed by the Galiano Local Trust Committee on
March 9, 2009. After the GIA delegation to Trust Council
requested support for this motion at the March 11 meeting,
several trustees spoke in favour of passing a similar resolution.
Past Island’s Trust Council Vice-chair Gisele Rudischer also
asked that the Council adopt the resolution put forward by the
Galiano Local Trust Committee.
The GIA, the Galiano Local Trust Committee, and now the
Islands Trust Council support pursing an exemption from
Section 21 of the PMFL Act as a possible solution. GIA plans to
support work by the Islands Trust Executive Committee and the
relevant provincial ministers to seek such an exemption through
a provincial Order-in-Council.
For more information contact GIA’s Misty MacDuffee 250818-2136 or Ken Millard 250-539-5878 or 250-539-2414. 0

Community Dinner

OLYMPICS, from page 1
suggested that flights from locations where there is no security
equipment or personnel will have to touch down at Nanaimo,
Victoria, Port Hardy, or Langley in order to clear security. Airline
operators point out that such diversions could double the length,
time, and cost of flights.
Sunshine Coast MLA Nicholas Simons has organized meetings
with Solicitor General John van Dongen and Olympic officials to
try to break the logjam, but some operators have suggested that
they may just suspend services for the Olympic period. However
according to the RCMP, negotiations are continuing.
Airlines serving Vancouver and Victoria which would be
affected include Harbour Air (Southern Gulf Islands, Maple Bay,
Langley), West Coast Air (Sechelt, Comox, Nanaimo, Whistler),
Seair (Southern Gulf Islands, Nanaimo), Saltspring Air
(Southern Gulf Islands, Duncan, Chemainus, Mill Bay, Crofton,
Ladysmith, Cowichan), Pacific Coastal (Powell River, Comox,
Masset, Bella Bella, Port Hardy), Tofino Air (Sechelt), KD Air
(Texada Island). This is not an exhaustive list; airlines serving
points in the interior of BC have the same problem. 0
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Petrostate Canada and the Tar Sands~ Patrick Brown

T

he Tar Sands, says Calgary journalist Andrew Nikiforuk,
are making Canada into an ‘oil-addled petro-state’. This is
the most serious conclusion of his book, Tar Sands: Dirty
Oil and the Future of a Continent, co-published by Vancouver’s
Greystone Books and the David Suzuki
Foundation.
Significantly, the entire book was
made available online all last week. In
the form of a PDF file, it was free to
read. The PDF notched up some 9,100
downloads in a couple of days, at least
five times the normal first week’s
response, says Greystone.
Nikiforuk’s book is important. It’s
provoking. It should restart the
national debate. It is an exhaustively
researched, comprehensive, survey of everything about the tar
sands, compressed into some 180 pages. As you would expect, it
is not a pretty story.
The US needs oil; Alberta has something called bitumen,
mixed with sand, spread over (or under) a very large area of the
province. It is tar; it’s not oil; but in theory, the bitumen could be
extracted and processed into a supply of oil that would last for
many years, and cure all North America’s energy problems. In
theory.

You have also heard that Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS),
on which governments will spend billions, will solve the tar sands
greenhouse gas problem, and that nuclear power will solve the
tar sands energy problem. Nikiforuk says they won’t.

• harvesting
systems
• design
• installation
• service

Petrostates

All this, anyway, is prelude. Nikiforuk draws a direct connection
between an economy based on oil and the corruption of
government. He quotes Thomas Friedman’s First Law of
Petropolitics: ‘The price of oil and the quality of freedom
invariably travel in opposite directions.’
He blames the rapid development of the tar sands for the
‘bizarre and unsettled’ state of Canadian politics, for the
government’s ‘obsession’ with North American union, for the
‘impervious nature’ of the Stephen Harper regime, for the
‘authoritarian character’ of the Albertan provincial government,
and for the nation’s ‘dismal’ climate change record.
And also he points to plenty of international examples of the
First Law: Venezuela, Iran, Nigeria, Russia, Texas—yes, Texas.
The ‘paradox of plenty’, he says, results in states with low taxes,
low voter turnout (Alberta, 2008 provincial election, 40%; Fort
McMurray, 21%), governments that don’t listen to citizens and
discourage dissent, but buy votes to stay in power, and a decline
in the integrity of civil institutions. Oil-rich states, he says, rarely
achieve political maturity, and become ‘fat and lazy’.
He has plenty to say about Alberta’s absurdly low oil royalties
(1% on tar sands until their capital cost is covered, which hasn’t
A Litany of Complications
happened yet) and the government’s lack of accountability in
As you might have guessed, Nikiforuk says it ain’t that simple. actually collecting the money.
You might think you have heard it all before: the stripping of the
Canada’s federal government under Albertan Stephen
boreal forest, the excavation of the land, and the total lack of Harper, he says, is becoming a ‘petrostate’; he points to Harper’s
naming Rona Ambrose,
reclamation; the use of massive
Twelve Steps to Energy Sanity:
daughter of an oil executive,
quantities of Athabasca River
water, the use of enormous 1. Admit the magnitude and complexity of the energy crisis; as his first Environment
quantities of natural gas to extract, 2. Slow down tar sands development and cap production at Minister.
As further evidence,
two million barrels a day;
process, and ‘upgrade’ the bitumen
Nikiforuk accuses Canada of
to synthetic crude, the construction 3. Establish a national energy strategy for Canadian energy
having no energy plan and
security and innovation;
of pipelines to both transport the
no security of supply, and of
bitumen and import condensate to 4. Impose a carbon tax with a 100% dividend;
supporting US access to and
5.
Challenge
the
First
Law
of
Petropolitics—mandate
dilute it so it will flow; the
dependence on tar sands oil.
transparency
and
freedom
of
information,
separate
tar
accumulation of toxic waste in vast
He goes on to point out that
sands revenues from general revenue to build a national
ponds visible from space, the
the federal government has
sovereign
fund,
and
reassert
accountability
in
tax
regimes;
leakage of those ponds into the
used its tax windfall from tar
6.
Challenge
continental
energy
integration;
water table, the downstream
sands development to
7.
Relocalize
food
production;
pollution of the river, the soil, the
reduce corporate taxes and
8. Abandon economic dead-end activities such as carbon
air, the uncontrolled emission of
the GST.
capture and storage;
large quantities of CO2 and other
9. Orient all urban and rural planning to renewable energy;
The Future
greenhouse gases; the unlivable
10. Pick the lowest-hanging fruit first (in emissions
Another
quote: from M King
conditions in Fort McMurray, the
reduction and energy conservation);
Hubbert,
the man who first
cancers of Fort Chipewyan
11. Don’t wait for government; and
told
us
about peak oil,
downstream, the accident rate on 12. Renegotiate the North American Free Trade Agreement
pointed out the dependence
the highway from Edmonton, and
(which presently assures the US a continuing share of all
of western society on
so on and so on.
Canadian energy production).
continued
exponential
The average Canadian, he says,
growth: ‘it is incapable of
uses 25 barrels of oil a year; the average Albertan, 60 barrels. If
dealing with problems of non-growth.’
that oil is from the tar sands, that 60 barrels represents 180
That quote was, believe it or not, from 1976. And this is now.
barrels (6,303 gallons) of Athabasca river water, 120 tonnes of Alberta, and maybe Canada, has all its eggs in one basket.
sand, and 84,000 cubic feet of gas; it results in 78 barrels of toxic
Nikiforuk anticipates—and indeed begs for—a national
sludge, and 187 pounds of CO2 (even before the fuel is used).
debate: on Canadian sovereignty, water security, petrodollars,
Some researchers have calculated that a shortage of water will nuclear energy, and climate change. He expects two sides: one,
eventually strangle tar sands development; others have I’d call precautionary, which would plan for, and reduce, tar
calculated that at some point Canada will have to choose sands production; the other would grow the economy,
between exporting natural gas to the US and using it to process unplanned, and rely on markets to ensure it all works out.
bitumen for export to the US.
Nikiforuk does not belong to the ‘don’t worry—be happy’ school
You have heard it all before, but just in case you hadn’t of thought. He’s genuinely concerned about our governments’
organized it in your own mind, Nikiforuk has done it for you, in ability to solve the problems that the tar sands present.
a thorough, mind-numbing and frightening litany. There’s an
To arrange a book talk call Alison at Greystone Books, 604index, a pipeline map, and list of references in the back of the 254-7191.
book.
Tar Sands: Dirty Oil and the Future of a Continent, Andrew
You will also have heard that at today’s oil price—around $50 Nikiforuk, Greystone Books and David Susuki Foundation,
per barrel—they can’t afford to develop it, so they’ve slowed Vancouver, $20. 0
down. Don’t assume this hiatus will last for long.

BOB BURGESS
tel. 250-246-2155
bob@rainwaterconnection.com

www.rainwaterconnection.com

WE MAKE BASEMENTS AND CRAWLSPACES
DRY AND ENERGY EFFICIENT...ALL THE TIME!

SHORELINE
DESIGN

• Specializing
in water
Spe
access
over steep
acc
& rugged
terrain
• Fully insured
• Excellent
references

Peter Christenson • 250-629-8386
www.shorelinedesign.ca

What is a
property worth
without water?

• WATER WELLS
• HYDROFRACTURING

TO IMPROVE WELL YIELDS

Drilling the Islands since 1965
1-800-746-7444
www.drillwell.com

SSI: 250-537-8456
drill@drillwell.com

JAKOBSEN

ASSOCIATES
C ustom designs for Homes,
Renovations, Interiors,
and Vacation Homes
K e it h Ja k o b se n
604.261.5619

www.jakobsenassociates.com
jakobsenk@netrover.com

FUEL-EFFICIENT, COST-EFFECTIVE WOOD HEATING

Round The Islands

Gabriola
Car Stops Stuck
in Red Tape
Between year end budget restrictions and
discussions over who is ultimately fiscally
responsible for the program, Island car-poolers
will have to wait for car stops to reach Gabriola.
There was $3,500 from the Ministry of
Transportation for signage for the car stops but

the project must be approved by the
Regional District of Nanaiomo Board and
there just isn’t time for that to happen
before the year end March 31.
It is hoped that there will be funding in the
2009/2010 budget. Deb Scott who is leading
the car stop program is encouraging a
grassroots letter-writing campaign to RDN staff
and board in support of the car stop project.

Serving the Gulf Islands & Greater Victoria

Signs of Car Sale Slump
Large vessels often moor in Plumper Sound
(between Mayne, Pender and Saturna) for
lengths of time in winter while awaiting berths
RTI, please turn to page 7

For over 25 Years

Sales / Installations

Ark Solar Products Ltd.
#6 – 1950 Government Street, Victoria, BC

Phone:

(250) 386-7643

We’re all about the Islands
• Eight scheduled flights daily
• Newest and fastest Seaplane fleet in Canada
• Departure from Seair Terminal at
Vancouver Int’l Airport
• Free Parking and Free shuttle to Main Terminal
• Frequent flyer discounts
• Charter flights available to other destinations

NANAIMO

(Departure Bay)

For scheduled flight info call
VANCOUVER
INT’L AIRPORT

1-800-447-3247
or visit our website at
seairseaplanes.com
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Islands’ Radio
Dear Editor:
The short piece in your March 12 edition reporting on the plight
of the Gabriola radio station covers familiar ground. At least two
societies on Salt Spring, beginning in 1996, have pursued the
radio goal with little success until Gary Brooks arrived on the
island in 2003 with similar determination and investment funds
to support it. One thing led to another and the Salt Spring Radio
Corporation was granted a license by the CRTC in October of
2007.
CFSI-FM at 107.9 recently erected its transmission tower, has
a station manager on site, is beginning to equip studios and
recruit programmers and is expected to begin broadcasting in
May of this year. More information is available at info@cfsifm.com. CFSI, while licensed as a commercial station will be
operated as a community station with a largely volunteer staff
and a locally driven 24-hour broadcast schedule.
My fingers are crossed for the Gabriola folks. It takes a good
while to make it happen. When asked when we’ll be on the air we
have fallen into the habit of replying ‘Tuesday’. We just don’t say
which Tuesday.
Richard Moses, Salt Spring Island

No Sense to the PMFL
Dear Editor:
Exempting the Islands Trust Area from those parts of the PMFL
Act that hamstring local government (‘Local groups lobby for
Trust Area exemption from PMFL’, March 12) is a good idea, as
far as it goes.
Certainly it’s about time that local Trust committees regain
the tools they need to manage their islands within the framework
of the Islands Trust.
But why do we need the PMFL here at all? On Galiano Island,
at least, the community benefits not a whit from the PMFL
legislation. Just the opposite. For holding their land in
speculation, PMFL owners get ridiculous tax breaks, paying
from 10-50% of what the rest of us pay, which shifts the tax
burden onto the rest of the community. How can this Liberal
giveaway make any sense in the Islands Trust Area?
Jerry Azevedo, Galiano Island
2189 Keating X. Rd.
Saanichton, B.C.
www.harbourcitykitchens.com
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Dear Editor:
While the spate of protest meetings over Independent Power
Projects (IPPs) in British Columbia reflects growing public
concern, citizen demands for environmental review of IPPs do
not go to the heart of the matter. There will indeed be ecological
damage, but there are portents of far worse to come.
According to BC Hydro submissions to the BC Utilities
Commission, its customers will be paying roughly double current
electricity rates for IPP power over the 30-40-year life of the
contracts. The 118 licenses already issued (as of January 19), will
put more than $30 billion into the pockets of the private owners,
the majority of whom do not live in BC.
Small wonder IPPs have become a gold rush, with something
like 700 applications filed for licenses. For $10,000-$15,000
investors can buy water rights that will produce electricity worth
$1 million a year. BC Hydro must buy and distribute IPP power
but doesn’t fix the price. That is set by contracts that are closed
to the public, kept secret by the BC government.
When the contracts expire, the people of BC will have paid all
the costs of IPP generating stations but will own nothing. The
private companies will retain the plants and first dibs on the
rights to the water—our water—and be free to sell the power to
the highest bidder, American or Canadian.
Thus we lose both energy security and the cheap power that
fuels BC’s economy. Electricity is currently selling in San
Francisco for four times what we are paying. That’s our IPP
future.
When the Squamish-Lillooet Regional District smelled this
rat behind the baseboard and voted 8-1 to oppose the Ashlu
River IPP, the Campbell government passed Bill 30, barring all
local governments from the IPP approval process.
Environmental review won’t change any of this. But the next
provincial election just might.
Michael Poole, Halfmoon Bay

The Governance Contradiction on
Galiano Island
The following letter was sent to Honourable Kevin Krueger,
Minister of Community Development and sent to Island Tides
for publication.
Dear Editor:
What’s So Special About Galiano? Macmillan Blodell called it ‘a
little piece of Paradise.’ UBC’s Bill Rees, who invented ‘ecological
footprint,’ declared it a unique bioclimatic region. Tourism BC
advertised it as the jewel in the Salish Sea. Galiano Chamber of
Commerce warns us that it’s the driest, most fragile of Gulf
Islands.
Islands Trust zoning maps identify over 40% of it as zoned for
Forestry. Years ago, an International Commission said it (and all
the others) should be preserved and protected.
Soon after, an All-Party Committee in Victoria agreed, and
enacted the Preserve and Protect Mandate. The Islands Trust Act
heralded the world’s first ecological governance. British
Columbia was way ahead of History.
So What’s The Contradiction? The contradiction was born
with the enactment of the PMFL Act. The political will and
wisdom of the legislators of 1974 is contradicted by Section 21 of
the PMFL Act. Lands governed by ‘Preserve and Protect’ are now
threatened with irreparable damage. This fragile and unique
environment is now unprotected from industrial forest practice.
Our residential waterfront wells already suffer irreversible
saltwater intrusion, rendering many useless, consequently
degrading property values. They are the hydrological version of
canaries in the coalmine. Our island’s monitor wells show a
dangerous trend towards depletion. Our watersheds can now be
legally destroyed, and they will not recover for a century. Our
freshwater supply can now be poisoned by herbicides and
rendered permanently undrinkable. This threat of increased
water degradation will result if we suffer Section 21/PMFL Act
forestry practice.
Galiano’s Coastal Douglas Fir is legendary. It covered most of
Vancouver’s floors, home & factory. This hard and tight-grained
wood is the result of Galiano’s unique water and soil conditions,
and its un-fragmented ecosystem. This will never be restored if
we suffer Section 21/PMFL Act forestry practice .
So How Do We Resolve the Contradiction? Protecting the
land for its best future use in this decidedly unique Gulf Island
context is what is principal. The right to a tax shelter, and the
responsibility to replant ensures help from the PMFL Act to
protect. Galiano’s Local Bylaws, which do permit residential use,
also act to protect the watershed and the consequent freshwater
supply, our bulwark against saltwater intrusion. These bylaws
also ensure un-fragmented forest, consequently enabling the
most productive ecosystem for forestry-practice. Galiano’s
bylaws governing our forest zone, in tandem with the

IS YOUR

WELL WATER
SAFE TO DRINK?

Contamination can occur
without changes in colour or
taste. Be safe, test annually.

250-656-1334
Locally Owned
& Operated
Serving the
Saanich Peninsula,
the Gulf Islands
& Greater
Victoria for over
30 years.

fax: 250-656-0443 Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net
2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1

fundamental positives of the PMFL, can properly protect the
forest.
Protection can be assured but not if Section 21 stands.
Resolution of this contradiction presents a pivotal opportunity.
Choose in the best interests of all British Columbians to preserve
and protect these islands for everyone. Choose the only way to
the restoration of our legendary forest industry. Choose the only
way to the restoration of a sustainable SuperNatural BC. Choose
the best hope for our children’s children.
The Islands Trust Act has put British Columbia way ahead of
History. Let’s stay there. I urge you to exempt Galiano from
Section 21.
Gary Coward, Galiano Island

How I Can Vote NDP
Dear Editor:
I received an email from a man saying that he has a tough time
bringing himself to vote NDP and asked for my comment and
here it is. I hope you find it of interest.
Let me take a moment to answer your question which is one
that has troubled a lot of people including myself.
When I was in government (1975-80) I was Minister, first, for
Consumer and Corporate Affairs. During that time I passed
more consumer legislation than anyone before or since including
licensing car dealers (with six of them in caucus setting their
collective hair on fire) forced the banks to acknowledge and obey
BC laws for the first time, forced serious reporting changes to the
Vancouver stock exchanges for which they have never forgiven
me, licensed travel agents and made them create a fund to bring
home passengers stranded by bankrupt charter companies and
so on.
As Environment Minister I stopped the government killing of
wolves, stopped exploration for and mining of uranium and went
to Seattle and negotiated the saving of the Skagit River from a
raising of the Ross Dam which Seattle was permitted to do under
a 1941 deal with the BC government.
As Minister of Health I brought in the Homecare program
and Palliative Care.
I tell you all these things because there is no way in the world
I could have ever done these things for the public of BC had
Gordon Campbell been Premier.
The political ground has shifted dramatically and the present
day version of the old Socreds is, I think, the party Carole James
leads. I know that there are supporters of Ms James that are hard
line lefties just as when I was with Bill Bennett there were
supporters and indeed members of Caucus who were near
fascists. That sort of thing will always happen in a two party
system.
If it were 1975 all over again, I'd support Bill Bennett (the best
premier BC ever had, in my view); in 2009 I will support Carole
James.
Now as to the point that Campbell ‘cleaned up the mess’.
Perhaps, but let's be fair and observe that the NDP were struck
by the ‘Asian 'flu’ and in fact balanced the budget in their last
year. It's also interesting to note that under the Liberals the
Vancouver Convention Centre is over budget $400 million, more
than double the cost of the ‘fast ferries’. For a fuller account of the
Liberals financial record may I refer you to my article, in
www.thetyee.ca of March 2.
Now let’s look at 2009. This election, for me, boils down to a
single issue—the environment and the plans by Campbell to
deface and destroy the province I was born in and love and where
7 out of 8 of my grandchildren live. The energy policy, in which
no one but industry had a hand in formulating, will ruin an ever
increasing number of rivers, not to look after BC’s energy needs,
but mostly, American requirements.
I have nothing against Americans and in fact have often been
accused of being too lenient with them, but I don’t want to see us
sacrifice our environment, particularly our rivers, so they can
preserve their’s. This policy is government by the North America
Free Trade Agreement and our experts tell us three things:
1. once an American company has access to our water for any
reason, it can use it for any reason including selling bulk water
exports;
2. once an American company has tenure on a Canadian
water and is using it, that tenure cannot be terminated either by
contract or legislation; and
3. once we are exporting energy, we cannot reduce that
supply to the US without reducing our own usage by a similar
amount (this is the ‘Proportionality Clause’).
Moreover, the profits which BC Hydro now pays into our
treasury will go as dividends to shareholders of Companies like
General Electric, Ledcor and Axos. BC Hydro, forced by this
government to pay huge amounts for energy that they can't even
break even with when they sell it, will bankrupt BC Hydro for
LETTERS, please turn to page 7

‘What’s On?’

Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands
SINGLE EVENT • $31.50 • With image $36.75 (max 50 words)
MULTI-VENUE • $42 • With image $47.25 (max 70 words)
Payment with order only. VISA credit card accepted

Fri, Mar 27, and Sun, Mar 28

Friday & Saturday, April 3 and 4

David Essig and Rick Scott,
‘Double Vision’—two folk Rmusic
Y
U
legends join forces for intimate
INJ acoustic
O
roots concerts throughout
March •
T
UE
PENDER: Mar 27:D D
Community
Hall,
E
Tickets Talisman
LLBooks and Southridge
E
Store; VICTORIA
NC : Mar 28, Langham
CA Tickets: Lyle’s Place and @
Court Theatre,
the door • Info: www.myspace.com/davidessigrickscott • ON
PENDER & IN VICTORIA

Grace Jordan is ‘Shirley Valentine’—a comedy
by Willy Russell; show part of the 2009 westcoast
tour • Hornby Island Hall, Central Road • Showtime
7:30 pm • Tickets: adults $18, students $10; at the
Gas Bar at the Co-op 250-335-2686 or at the door •
Tour details www.shirleyvalentine.ca • ON
HORNBY ISLAND

Friday, March 27
David
Essig
in
Concert—legendary
singer/songwriter/guitarist performs acoustic
roots and blues; (Essig and Scott’s Double Vision
concerts are postponed until the fall, due to an
injury) • Community Hall • 8pm • Tickets: $20,
Talisman Books and Southridge Store or @ the
door • ON PENDER ISLAND

Fri, Mar 27, Apr 3 & 10 & Sat Mar
28, April 4 & 11
Allison Crowe’s Spring Shows—
much-loved singer-songwriter with
band: Billie Woods (guitar); Dave Baird
(bass); Laurent Boucher (percussion)
plus guests Joey Clarkson & Gemma G
POWELL RIVER: Mar 27, Academy of Music; COURTENAY: Mar 28,
Stan Hagen Theatre; TOFINO: April 3, Clayoquot Sound
Community Theatre; UCLUELET: April 4, Ucluelet Secondary
School Band Room; GIBSONS: April 10, Heritage Playhouse
Theatre; SALT SPRING: April 11, United Church, Info: schedule &
tickets: www.allisoncrowe.com, 250-537-1286 • IN POWELL
RIVER, COURTENAY, TOFINO, UCLUELET, GIBSONS AND ON
SALT SPRING ISLAND

Sat, Mar 28 & Apr 4 & Thu, Apr 9
Pender Film Group Screenings—SAT MAR 28: The Real Dirt
Farmer John (2006)—Midwestern farmer transforms his farm
amidst a failing economy, vicious rumours, and arson; SAT APR 4:
Slumdog Millionaire (2008)—a Mumbai slum teen is accused of
cheating in ‘Who Wants to Be a Millionaire;’ THUR APR 9: Doubt
(2008)—in 1964 a nun confronts a priest after suspecting him of
abusing a black student • All films 7:30pm, except where
otherwise noted • Community Hall • Admission by donation •
Info: www.penderislands.org • ON PENDER ISLAND

Tuesday, March 31
BC Creek Protection Society’s River Awareness
Meeting—guest speakers John Calvert, Gwen Barlee and Tanis
Douglas discuss the potential cumulative impacts of run-of-river
power development in BC • The Nanaimo Aquatic Centre • 7pm •
Everyone Welcome • Info: www.bc-creeks.org • IN NANAIMO

Saturday, April 4
Rally Supporting BC’s Endangered Rivers—700 river
ecosystems are threatened by private energy developments which
will change the British Columbia wilderness landscape forever;
promote precautionary principles and send a message to
Association of Vancouver Island and Coastal Communities •
Nanaimo Convention Centre • 2:30pm • Info: www.ButeInlet.net
• IN NANAIMO

Saturdays, April 11 and May 9
STV-BC—make your vote count on May 12; join us for
information and discussion. Pender School Gym • 2-4pm • Info:
pmk@shaw.ca, 250-629-3220; gregnicholls@shaw.ca, 250-6296223 • ON PENDER

Thursday, April 16
Michael Kaeshammer—talented jazz
pianist, singer, songwriter and 2008 Juno
Award nominee closes the 2008-09 season for
Gulf Islands Concerts (Pender); his shows
have packed North American and European
concert halls • School Auditorium • 7:30pm •
Admission: single concert adults $25, children
$5 • ON PENDER ISLAND

Easter Sunday, April 12
10th Annual South Pender Easter Art Walk—come out and
see what South Pender artists have created over the winter
months; ten studios showing work on canvas, paper, fabric, glass,
photography, jewellery. Walk, bike or drive; look for the yellow
balloons; pick up your passport at any studio and enter our draw
for an Easter basket of gifts from participating South Pender
artists • 12-5 pm • Info: Susan Taylor, 250-629-6661 • ON
PENDER ISLAND

Tuesday, April 21
Raffi at ArtSpring—a multi-media evening in support of the
Centre for Child Honouring’s bold and muchlauded vision for societal transformation,
marking the start of the Centre’s ‘Spirit of One
Campaign’—The Honorable Iona Campagnolo,
Honorary Patron • ArtSpring • 7:30pm •
Admission free, by reserved ticket 250-5372102 • Info: www.RaffiNews.com • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND
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Briony Penn leads lively
discussion at ArtSpring
Carolyn Stout
On Saturday March 14, the Saanich–Gulf Islands federal Liberal
Association held its regular monthly executive meeting in
Ganges on Salt Spring Island. Twenty executive members and a
strong contingent of Young Liberals arrived by ferry from
Saanich for the day. After a working lunch at Harbour House, the
executive welcomed the public to an ‘Afternoon of Ideas’ open
house at ArtSpring.
The room was filled to capacity for a discussion of current
events and policies to be sent from the riding to the federal
Liberal 2009 Convention, taking place in Vancouver in May.
Featured guest Briony Penn outlined the three policies she
championed at the provincial level last year—a formalized
prohibition on tanker traffic, a national food policy, and a
resolution to mobilize Canada to prevent global warming
through carbon stewardship.
Climate scientist Renee Hetherington, a member of the policy
team, had returned from Copenhagen just in time to attend the
meeting. She reported on the findings of the Gateway Climate
Change Conference, confirming that decisive action on climate is
even more critical than originally thought.
Many attendees were interested in learning how to
participate in the federal Liberal ‘En Famille’ online policy
forum, and appreciated having a hands-on tutorial at the
conclusion of the afternoon.
Across Canada, members of the Liberal Party are voting at the
end of March on 141 policy resolutions, including the three
advanced by the Saanich Gulf Islands association. Top policy
resolutions will move forward during the 2009 Vancouver
Convention.
‘Holding the biennial convention in Vancouver reflects the
party’s determination to connect with the West,’ says
Saanich–Gulf Islands president Paul McKivett. ‘Never before has
a major political party held a Leadership and Policy convention
in BC. Liberal leader Michael Ignatieff has made it clear that his
goal is to unite Canadians and specifically to include British
Columbians in the’future he envisions for Canada.”
As the federal Liberal candidate in Saanich Gulf Islands in
2008, Briony Penn ran an inspired campaign against
conservative incumbent Gary Lunn, attracting national media
attention and recording the best-ever Liberal results for the
riding. 0

Herring, Brant Geese & Oily Loonies ~ Richard Boyce

T

he abundance of life along the shorelines of Oceanside at
this time of year is truly profound. On a single walk I
counted thirty eagles on boulders near the waterline while
thousands of gulls pecked away at the herring roe washed to
shore by waves.
The calm water of the Strait of Georgia, transformed into a
bright turquoise color by the sperm of millions of male herring,
was shattered repeatedly by the splashes of massive sea lions as
they gorged themselves on adult herring just below the surface.
Offshore thousands of Brant Geese were feeding on the herring
roe and the eelgrass it clings to underwater. Harlequin ducks,
with all their brilliant colors, navigated through the shallow
waters between countless other ducks, gulls, and shorebirds. The
Brant Geese are just stopping here briefly to load up on protein
from herring roe before they move north to nesting grounds in
Alaska. However, it is important to keep a respectful distance
from these birds because they have a very limited time for
feeding. Humans, dogs, and boats can disturb them and cause
them to break away from the very important business of eating.
For humans, the Brant Wildlife Festival from March 6 to April
26, at Parksville, Qualicum Beach and Nanaimo provides a great

opportunity to learn more about shoreline wildlife and habitat.

No Tankers Day
March 24 was the 20th anniversary of the Exxon Valdez oil spill,
which occurred along the Alaska coastline on Good Friday 1989.
This giant oil tanker spilled 40 million litres of crude oil into the
sea, killing seabirds, sea otters, whales, sea lions, salmon, seals
and many other species along the coastline. This oil slick spread
over 28,000 km2 of ocean.
Since 1972 the coastal waters of British Columbia have been
protected from oil tankers by a federal moratorium. The federal
government of Canada is being asked to lift this moratorium at
the request of Enbridge Inc. Their proposed Northern Gateway
project includes building a twin pipeline system running
1,170km from Bruderheim, Alberta (just north of Edmonton) to
Kitimat, BC where a supertanker port would be built with two
ship berths for tankers that can hold anywhere from 200,000 to
300,000 tons of crude oil.
Even without any major spills, quantities of crude oil will be
pumped knowingly into the waters along the BC coastline. This
is because oil tankers regularly fill 1/3 of their hulls with water,
pumped in from a foreign
ocean, to act as ballast for the
return voyage. When this
ballast water is pumped out of
the hull, to prepare for the next
shipment of oil, it takes with it

Hands-On
Stonebuilding Workshop

Re n o w n ed B C sto n e m as o n r y te a c h er
Bi l l C h i ld is ba c k o n th e c o ast!

Saturday & Sunday, April 25 & 26 on North Pender Island
Hands-on site preparation and building of mortared
garden/retaining walls. Introductory workshop covering
many topics: large boulder splitting, stone dressing,
preparing and pouring a footing, mortar preparation and
stonebuilding experience.
Students spend the entire second day building a wall,
allowing for plenty of practice and understanding of the
art of building. Both days, you learn on a work-in-progress,
and from viewing completed projects.

the oil dregs left behind when unloading the last shipment of
crude oil. Governments around the world allow tankers to
discard this type of waste oil, which can amount to 1% of the
volume of the ballast water. In the case of a tanker that is able to
hold 200,000 tons of crude oil this equals 650 tons of wasted oil
pumped directly into coastal waters each time a tanker returns to
a port such as Kitimat.
This is also how many invasive marine species are
transported around the world, including foreign mussels,
oysters, eelgrass, seaweeds and barnacles. These species could be
flushed into the coastal ecosystem near Kitimat, along with the
dregs of oil from the last shipment.
This entire Northern Gateway project is meant to bring oil
extracted from the Alberta’s Tar Sands, which is the fastest
growing source of greenhouse gas emissions in Canada, to the
world market. However the public still has time to demand that
the federal and provincial governments maintain the current
moratorium on oil tankers and drilling
along the BC coast.

No Tanker Loonies
A while back a cashier handed me a loonie
coin and I noticed that the loon was
covered in black along with the coastline
highlighting the text: ‘notankers.ca’.
When I checked out the website I discovered that this was one
TANKERS, please turn to page 7

Kim Davis
250-629-3762

• Instructional materials and tools provided for the workshop. Limited to 10
students. Bring your own personal safety gear including: work gloves,
safety glasses, steel-toe work boots and knee pads.
• Come prepared for rain or sun and bring your lunch each day.
• Transportation, food or lodging are not included in course fees.

Fee: $250+gst = $262.50 (includes instructional DVD.)

For course outline and registration form contact:
Christa Grace-Warrick 250-629-3660
g-wcommunications@shaw.ca

Participants in workshops take home the conf idence and knowledge
that they can build be autif ul stone walls at their own home s

Structural & Artistic Design
Fabrication & Repairs
Mobile Service
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Spring In Overdrive: Goodlife Garden by Brian Crumblehulme

S

MAYNE ISLAND IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
NOTICE TO PROPERTY OWNERS

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
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pring, the classic season for farm and garden work, is why
everything that can be done at other times should be done
then to avoid overload. Outdoors hardy flower and
vegetables should be sown now on well-prepared and welldrained ground; it isn’t cold that kills seedlings, it’s excessive
damp. I make use of raised beds for this purpose and I cover
them with a sheet of glass for a week or two to protect from heavy
rain until germination begins.
First and second sowings of all the usual cool weather plants
should be done now, since lettuce, snow peas, fava beens,
carrots, parsley, as well as many traditional flowers are happy
with an early start; as are poppies, allisum, calendula, nigella,
flax, stock; the list goes on. Ideally these seeds should be sown
where they are to flower so they are not disturbed by moving
them later.
Warm weather vegetables must be started indoors: tomatoes,
peppers, eggplants, and slow growing herbs such as lavender,
thyme, and rosemary. These imports from central America and
the Mediterranean need at least 25ºC to germinate which
implies a heated area. A greenhouse with electric heat cables is
ideal but failing that the top of a hot water tank works well. Seeds
need warmth, moisture and somewhere to poke their roots in
order to germinate, after which they will need light and a lower
temperature to encourage slower, stronger growth.
The bane of gardeners raising plants from seed is a fungal
infection prosaically called ‘damp-off’. Fungal spores in the soil
that also respond to warmth and moisture will begin to multiply
on the stems of tiny seedlings causing them to rot and kneel over,
sometimes in a matter of hours. The way to avoid this is by using
a sterile soil mix and good ventilation. Germinating seeds need
warmth and water but that does not mean humid tropical
conditions where every surface is dripping with mold. Do not
cover seed pots and trays for more than a few hours and always
try to arrange for a gentle flow of warm dry air over the plants to
discourage fungal growth. Which brings us to the most
important item of all, the soil.
In 1906 a London philanthropist by the name of John Innes
donated his entire estate for research into what he considered
the most important medium on earth, the soil. The John Innes
Institute is now over one hundred years old and has produced a
huge amount of valuable information for farmers and gardeners
around the world, and it’s free for the asking. For germinating
seeds the John Innes researchers created a series of mixes for
different types of plants based on a very simple formula. One
part loam, one part peat moss, and one part clay, with a tiny
amount of lime to reduce acidity. The loam was (and still is)
produced by mixing top soil with well rotted compost The peat
moss added a second organic component to absorb and hold
water, and the clay or grit provided a stable filler for the release
of micro-nutrients.
Nowadays there is a huge range of proprietary ‘soil mixes’
based on the John Innes formulas for sale in every garden center
and grocery store. Many of them are simply bags of peatmoss
with a fancy label sold at an exorbitant price in a black plastic bag
so you cannot see what you’re buying. It is far better to make
your own. For germinating seeds some well-rotted compost,
peatmoss with a handful of lime thrown in, and grit if you can get
it, will work very well. Vermiculite (expanded mica) is very
popular these days as a substitute for peat moss and grit because
it is light, clean and will absorb water without getting wet. It is
also expensive. Perlite, another expanded mineral, does not
absorb water so is only usefull as a lightweight filler. Only after
transplating will young plants require additonal nutrients such
as well-rotted manure and compost with a handful of blood and
bone meal mixed in. At this stage fungi are no longer a problem
and all the plant craves is food, water and sunshine—whatever
that is.
It is getting late now to plant trees because the buds will soon
begin to grow rapidly before the roots have had time to develop.
Late-planted trees should be pruned to reduce the top growth
and well-watered in early summer. This is also the last
opportunity to prune roses if you want them to flower before July
or August. I prune mine in winter and then use this season to
make minor corrections for damaged or irregular shoots.
Prunings of apple, cherry, peach and forsythia make wonderful
bouquets for the dining table.
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Prep time about 20 minutes. Cooking time 45 minutes. Serves 4.
Preheat the oven to 350ºC.
• About ½ kilo fresh lasagna (or dried if need be)
• water, oil & salt for cooking
• 6-8 rashers of good quality bacon
• a large bunch of fresh nettle tops
• 1 medium onion, chopped
• 2 tbsp butter • 2 tbsp flour • 1 cup half and half cream
• salt, pepper, nutmeg • 1 cup grated parmesan cheese
Add salt and oil to about 4 litres of water, bring to a boil and add
the lasagna. Cook until al dente (5 minutes), rinse in cold water
and set aside still in the water. Meanwhile, fry the bacon until
crisp but not burnt, pat dry. Fry the chopped onion in the bacon
fat until transparant. Steam the nettle tops with a minimal of
water until softened and place in the blender with the onion,

KITCHEN & BATH CENTRE
Bfine custom cabinets from MERIT
Bkitchens Bbathrooms Boffices

Carl Borgstom

Kitchen Designer

250-538-7133

Bdining & entertainment units

cream, flour, salt, pepper and nutmeg. Blend until fairly smooth.
Butter the base of your favourite baking dish and spread a
layer of nettle sauce. Put one layer of lasagna over this and one
layer of cooked bacon. Repeat the exercise twice more ending
with a top layer of lasagna. Sprinkle with grated parmesan
cheese and bake for about 30 minutes until golden.
Serve with red wine, fresh bread from the same hot oven, and
a spring salad.

Spring Island Salad
Collect the tops of young leaves from winter red lettuce, arugula,
kale, rapini and green onions. Rinse and tear them into small
pieces. Make a dressing from orange juice, olive oil, balsmaic
vinegar, pepper, oragano and a pinch of salt.Toss the salad and
sprinkle with chopped dried fruit and fresh flowers such as
violets or hyacinths. Serve immediately. 0
JORDAN RIVER from page 1
the last word. In August, 2008, WFP started clearing road rightsof-way for these subdivisions; the CRD charged them with
ignoring development permit requirements, but WFP
continued, saying that the lands were still under the PMFL Act,
and CRD couldn’t stop them.
Ilkay, in April 2008, published his own preliminary plans for
the entire area, including 1,186 hectares of ‘natural green space,’
220 one-hectare lots, 454 hectares of denser development, and a
Jordan River population of 10,000.

Vancouver Island’s Private Forest
Lands
The first private land grants on Vancouver Island occurred in
the early 1800s. Public ownership of land throughout the
nascent province was asserted under the 1865 Land
Ordinance, but the major grants on Vancouver Island were
made to coal baron James Dunsmuir in an 1884 deal with the
Government of Canada to build the E&N Railway. Dunsmuir
specified—and got—lands throughout the Island that he
thought might contain coal. These parcels were generally
smaller on the south end of Vancouver Island and larger to the
north. (Southern Vancouver Island parcels included lands
along the southwest coast of Vancouver Island east and west
of Jordan River.)
Tree Farm Licences (TFL) really originated with
amendments, in 1947, to the 1912 Forest Act; however,
licenses were at the time called Public Sustained Yield Units.
In return for the inclusion of privately owned forest lands,
owners got timber cutting rights on adjacent Crown lands but
were required to operate sawmills and other facilities that
would use the timber that was cut, creating a viable, integrated
forest industry.
The current government’s 2003 Forest Revitalization Act,
implemented a couple of years before Rich Coleman became
Forests Minister, gave the Minister the power to remove
private land from TFL on request. It was followed by the
repeal of Forest Lands Reserve legislation (with its
requirement for forestry to supervised by the Province) and its
replacement, in 2004, by the Private Managed Forest Lands
(PMFL) Act (in which forestry is supervised by a group of
owners).
However, MacMillan Bloedel sold its tree farm license
lands on Galiano Island in the early 1990s to a number of
owners, calling it ‘the urbanization of second growth.’ This
proved to be the pattern for the PMFL Act, which anticipates
continuing removal and development of forest lands for other
uses. And Galiano’s forest lands were included in the PMFL.
The passing of the PMFL Act was followed by the removal
of TFL lands by Weyerhauser (near Port Alberni) and
Timberwest (near Port Renfrew). In December 2004, a new
TFL agreement was made between Western Forest Products
and the Ministry in which the Ministry ‘agreed to facilitate’ the
removal of private lands from Western Forest Products’s
TFLs.

What Now?
At the moment, it is not known when the CRD’s appeal of the
judgment that upset the rezoning bylaws will be heard. If the
CRD wins, the bylaws will be reinstated. If the CRD loses, then
the bylaws would likely be reintroduced, and the voting
procedures—the contested part of the bylaws—would have to be
revisited; meanwhile the original bylaws, under which WFP’s
subdivision plans were prepared, would be validated for the
interim, and WFP might proceed with its plans. Ilkay’s plans, on
the other hand, would in either case, require new bylaws to
support them.
While the zoning issue remains unresolved, Western Forest
Products won’t be able to sell their land, either to Ilkay or anyone
else.
There remains the possibility that the provincial government
might intervene to straighten out the confusion caused by the
Minister’s original release from the TFL (see also related article,
‘Provincial auditor criticized release of Jordan River lands,’ on page
8). Cabinet could make the CRD’s new bylaws legal and effective
under the Municipalities Enabling and Validating Act. 0
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RTI from page 3
in the Port of Vancouver.
However, twenty-four Filipino crew, aboard an empty car
carrier, Nissan Highway, have been stuck in Plumper Sound for
a month with nowhere to go, no cars to transport. A month ago
they delivered thousands of cars to New Westminster. The
owners are now having them wait for work for the ship—
transporting more cars. But, with a slump in car sales, there is no
work: it is likely to be around for some time.
Curious, roving Mayne-based photograper Toby Snelgrove
and wife Jessica took their boat to visit. They then took crew
members to the Saturna Store for snack food and to the pub for
dinner. The crew had not been off the ship for a month and were
ever so grateful, says Toby.
At press time Nissan Highway has been joined in Plumper
Sound by a second carrier of the same line.

Hornby Eagles Back on LiveVideo
Camera ~Doug Carrick
Three years ago, millions watched the Hornby Island Eagles lay
two eggs—but neither egg hatched. The next year the eagles laid
another two eggs, Thunder and Lightning, which hatched and
fledged. However, nobody got to see them because winter storms
had knocked out the video cameras above the nest.
This year the eagles are in their nest again and the cameras
are working. The eagles have been added more branches,
greenery and grass to the nest in preparation for egg laying,
normally occurring in the last week of March.
This is the pair’s 20th year of nesting. They have produced 17
eaglets to date. Assuming they were 6 years old before their first
year of nesting, they are now 26 years of age. The oldest recorded
age for eagles in the wild is 30 years.
Northern eagles lay their eggs later than southern eagles: two
eagles at Redding, California laid their eggs on February 6 and 9.
The Saanich eagles, (near Victoria, BC) laid two eggs on March 1
and March 4. The Hornby eagles laid a first egg on March 22,
right on schedule.
Of interest, are the names given last year’s eaglets. Saanich
had three eaglets named Freddie, Sunny, and Angel. The
Redding eaglets were named Patriot and Freedom.
The Hornby Island Eagles can be watched and heard live on
your computer: www.hancockwildlifechannel.org, then click
‘Live Cameras!’ on the top navbar. For more information contact
me at 250-335-0502 or email sheidoug@telus.net.

Islands’ Hospital Gets Green Refit
This summer Salt Spring Island will see work start on new
energy-efficiency retrofits for Salt Spring’s Lady Minto Hospital.
The Lady Minto Hospital will receive $347,510 in funding to

250-629-3660
islandtides@islandtides.com

Boxed ads start at $30
complete an upgrade to their HVAC (heating, ventilating and air
conditioning) system serving the extended care unit, a
replacement of obsolete DDC (direct digital controls) system and
a complete lighting redesign and retrofit. At least 130 tonnes of
greenhouse gases will be saved as well as 82,000KWH of
electricity.
Lady Minto’s retrofits are part of the three year, $75 million
Public Sector Energy Conservation Agreement (PSECA)
announced in the 2008 provincial budget. To learn more, visit
www.livesmartbc.ca.

Dedicated Salt Spring Group
Gets A Boost
A gaming grant of $61,750 to non-profit group Island Pathways
will help create three additional pathways to connect Lower
Ganges Road to schools, homes, shops and health services.
Congestion on roads leading to the town of Ganges on the island
of 10,000 make the pathways very valuable for those wishing to
get around on foot. Salt Spring has a very active transportation
initiative and it also has a bus transit system.
Through the province’s Major Capital Project grant program,
non-profit organizations can apply for funds to build a new
facility, or to renovate or maintain an existing one to support
their community-based programs. To be eligible, groups must
deliver existing programs that benefit their communities, and
the project must be accessible to the public and maintained on an
ongoing basis. Grants of up to $100,000 are available to fund up
to 50% of the total cost of projects valued at $20,000 or more.

Nutrition research beyond
the scales
We all understand the basic arithmetic of dieting: eat less,
exercise more, and you’ll lose weight. But the rising number of
obese Canadians suggests that maintaining a healthy lifestyle
isn’t that simple. Why do so many people find it difficult to eat
right?
CIHR-funded researchers are working to uncover the roots of
our weight-loss woes. From the eating habits of our distant
ancestors, to the ads that accompany Saturday morning
cartoons, there are many potential obstacles to healthy eating.
Till the end of March, visit the CIHR website, www.cihr.gc.ca, to
learn more about the latest research on nutrition. Articles
include: ‘Food on the Brain Why Diets so Frequently Fail’; ‘Do
Ads Weigh Heavily on Kids?’; and ‘Nutrition that Works.’ 0
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STVR, from page 2
The injunction granted by the Court prohibits the use of the
property as a commercial resort for paying guests, using the dock
for commercial purposes and marketing the property for these
purposes. Unless the Defendant appeals the decision, and
obtains a stay of the judgment from the Court of Appeal, the
injunction will be effective immediately.
‘The goal of this action was to stop the commercial use and to
uphold the community bylaws,’ said Sheila Malcolmson, Chair of
the Islands Trust Council. ‘This is an important decision for the
whole Islands Trust Area because it also confirms that residential
dwellings cannot be used for short-term vacation rentals.’
The Islands Trust has been involved in the legal case against
‘The Timbers’ Resort since July of 2003; however, the process of
gathering evidence was delayed by the Defendant’s rezoning
application and discovery processes. During this time, the
commercial use of the property had continued. 0
TANKERS from page 5
of Victoria-based Dogwood Initiative’s campaign to raise public
awareness about the risk of tankers along the BC coastline. In
February the Dogwood Initiative began distributing removable
decals which simulate an oil spill when applied to Canadian $1
coins.
You can view a video in which world renowned Salt Spring
painter Robert Bateman explains the situation very simply—
check it out at: www.notankers.ca. For information on the Brant
Wildlife Festival schedule go to www.brantfestival.bc.ca. 0
LETTERS, from page 4
which we paid a high environmental price 45 years ago but
which has since then given us regular power at 1/10th the cost
they pay in California. Dr Marvin Shaffer at SFU calls this new
business technique ‘buy high, sell low’! If Campbell is returned
we will be, like Bre’r Rabbit, stuck to the American Tar Baby.
There is but one other choice, vote NDP. But will this not
mean the financial ruination of the province? I don't believe so
for a moment. But let us assume for the sake of argument an
NDP government made a balls up of the economy. That can be
repaired by a new government. However, once we have
established the Campbell Energy Plan for another four years that
will be the end of BC Hydro and the end of hundreds of rivers.
FOREVER.
I cannot allow that to happen without giving it the fight of my
life. I, a former Socred minister, with the same core values I had
then, am supporting and will vote for Carole James.
Rafe Mair, Vancouver 0
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David Suzuki’s Green Guide

M

y daughter is a junior doctor in a city hospital and only
had one day off last Christmas so she spent it with me.
We did the usual Australian things like eating turkey
and going to the beach. She also picked up and reread her
favourite childhood book, The Lorax by Dr Seuss.
The Lorax, written in 1971, is a delightful children’s book
about the hazards of over-consumption. Thirtyseven years later David Suzuki’s Green Guide is
about the protecting the planet. But it quotes
from The Lorax in the closing paragraph
‘Unless someone like you cares a whole awful
lot, nothing is going to get better. It’s not.’ The
message is still the same.
In the intervening years most people have come to accept that
climate change is happening and is the result of human activity.
If you’re part of this majority, and you think you should take
personal responsibility for your contribution to climate change
or you’re tired of waiting for your government to act then David
Suzuki’s Green Guide will help you.
On the first page, the Green Guide says that if you are asking
the question ‘What can I do?’ then this book is full of answers—
from the simple things you can do by yourself to the complex
things that you can do as part of an active democracy.
Whilst the predictions of what might happen with
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D R I V E G AT E S — D e s i g n , B u i l d , I n s t a l l
w w w. v i c t o r i a w o o d s t u d i o . c o m

~ Book Review by Richard Curchin

uncontrolled climate change are dire, the things you can do are
not necessarily onerous. Positive action whilst helping the
environment may even lead to an improvement in your lifestyle,
improvement in your health and will probably save you money.
This is a win-win situation.
There are now 6.5 billion people on Earth and the figure is
projected to peak at 9 billion by 2050. This problem is
compounded by the fact that most energy is consumed in the
home and the number of people per household is going down. In
the US the average household size has fallen from 3.3 people to
2.6 since 1960. To reduce your energy consumption you need to
share your house with as many people as possible. Don’t push
the kids out of the nest too soon. (My kids can reduce their
carbon footprint by asking their father to stay.)
If anybody wants to help me they can come and live with me
in my townhouse in Queensland, Australia; all they need is a
sailboat to get over there without burning fossil fuel. You can
have your own bathroom but baths are out, shorter showers are
in. A bath takes as much water and energy as a twenty-to-thirty
minute shower. Take short showers and save baths for special
occasions or share them with a friend.
This book is not doom and gloom, in fact many paragraphs
are headed ‘Inspirational’. These give examples of what other
people, corporations and countries have already achieved in
lowering their carbon foot print. For example in the 1990s when
packaging waste was growing at 2-4% per annum, Germany
passed a law making manufacturers responsible for the
packaging they produced. Since then Germany has reduced
packaging waste by 70%. The German approach is now used
thoughout the European Union. Swedish reliance on oil dropped
from 77% to 32% of total energy consumption between 1973 and
2003, guided by their Commission on Oil Independence.
The Green Guide, a small volume 8” by 6” and 175 pages, after
an introduction, gives you chapters on energy saving in the
home, food and agriculture, transport, reuse and recycling,
getting governments on-side, and ends with a summary of the
things that you can do. There is an appendix that provides a
background on the global environmental crisis, a list of
resources where further information can be found, and an index
that goes from ‘acid rain’ to ‘ZENN’ (zero emissions, no noise).
Much of the energy that is produced by burning fossil fuels,
and hence causing carbon emissions, is used inefficiently. More
efficient energy use will both help the environment and save
money. The Green Guide is full of facts and figures to get you
pointed in the right direction. Under-inflated tires cost Canadian
light-duty vehicle owners almost 643 million litres of gasoline
annually. That’s about a $30 per car that can be saved on gas
without considering the cost of tire wear. When did you last
check the pressure in your tires?
Whilst BC might have some of the cleanest electricity in the
world, hydro-electricity saved in BC can be sold to other
provinces or to the USA and can help reduce their carbon
emissions. Saving hydro-electricity can also avoid the

environmental damage and
carbon emissions caused by
constructing new dams and
run-of-the-river projects.
The authors of the guide,
both British Columbians, need
little introduction. David
Suzuki who comes from
Vancouver is recognised as
one of the world’s leading
environmentalists. David Boyd, a Pender Islander, is a leading
environmental lawyer and has written such works as Unnatural
Law: Rethinking Canadian Environmental Law and Policy.
This book is aimed at readers in the USA, Canada, UK, and
Australia. This is probably because these countries are the largest
emitters of carbon dioxide per capita caused by the similarity of
their lifestyles. It is fortunate that the countries that most need to
change have the resources and the technology not only to change
but to lead the rest of the world.
Lifestyle change is not that hard. In my lifetime I have seen
the reduction of acid rain in Europe, the closing of the hole in the
ozone layer by the international agreement enshrined in the
Montreal Protocol, and changes in attitude to tobacco
consumption and drink driving.
There are many corporations that have got the message that
things have to change and that it is better to be ahead of the game
rather than play catch-up. As consumers we can use our dollars
to encourage corporations to clean up their act.
Shaw Industries in the USA offer sustainable carpet that at
the end of its life can be completely recycled into new carpet thus
avoiding putting it into landfill and saving carbon emissions that
would have been require to produce new material. By saving on
new material the carpet also costs 10% less to produce.
Another US corporation, Interface Carpets, completely
reengineered their manufacturing process and in the space of a
decade reduced their energy consumption by 50%, waste by
70%, greenhouse gas emissions by 60% and water use by 80%
whilst saving $300 million and enjoying record sales.
Many cities have also realised that being energy efficient
produces both economic and environmental savings. Vancouver
saves $350,000 annually because it replaced all its incandescent
traffic lights with LEDs.
This guide is packed with many more facts and ideas. If you
want to be part of the solution rather than part of the problem
then this guide shows you how. Remember: ‘Unless someone
like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better. It’s
not.’
And can we make it better? Well, to quote a prominent North
American the answer to that is ‘Yes we can!’ If you prefer a quote
from this side of the border, ‘Let’s make it right.’
David Suzuki’s Green Guide, David Suzuki & David R Boyd,
Greystone Books & David Suzuki Foundation, Vancouver,
$19.95. 0

Provincial auditor criticized release of
Jordan River lands
Former Minister of Forests Rich Coleman’s January, 2007
decision to release the ‘Jordan River’ lands from tree farm
licence was strongly criticized by the Provincial Auditor, in a
report released in July, 2008. Auditor John Doyle had
undertaken a review following requests from a number of
stakeholders.
Doyle concluded that the Minister: did not take adequate
consideration of the public interest, failed to obtain input from
key stakeholders (including the CRD), failed to adequately
communicate his decision, and did not meet expectations for
openness, transparency, and accountability.
Auditor Doyle made it clear in his report that the Minister
was not ‘adequately informed,’ and had considered little except
owner Western Forest Products’s alleged difficult financial
situation.
Western Forest Products (WFP) claimed to be carrying a
heavy debt load, resulting from a decision to purchase former
Weyerhauser interests on Vancouver Island. These interests,
under the name of Cascadia Forest Products, appear to have
been acquired at the behest of WFP’s majority owner, the
Brookfield Asset Management conglomerate (formerly
Brascan). Like all the major forest companies, Western Forest
Products had made generous donations to the BC Liberals in
previous years.
Doyle also raised questions about unusual trading patterns in
WFP stock immediately prior to the decision, but an
investigation by the BC Securities Commission found
‘insufficient evidence’ of insider trading. Doyle also suggested
that further investigation be carried out by the Conflict of
Interest Commissioner.
The involvement of Minister Coleman’s brother Stan,

Manager of Strategic Planning for WFP, had been questioned by
some interested groups. However, he denied any involvement
with the TFL removals, and, in a letter dated 2005 and signed by
the Minister, he instructed his staff to ensure that he had no
dealings with his brother.
Doyle also criticized the staff of the Forests Ministry for
inadequate research into the possible impacts of the land release,
lack of documentation, and poor briefing of the Minister. From
Doyle’s interviews with ministry staff, however, he reported the
clear impression that they believed that it was government policy
to favour such land releases. The Minister himself had declined
to meet with Doyle. (He was replace by the Honourable Pat Bell
on June 23, 2008.)
Ministry Coleman had no clear procedure or guidelines to
review proposed TFL releases, and, according to Doyle,
documentation to justify the decision was inadequate. They had
not considered future costs to the public or local government of
the move, and had made no effort to obtain any compensation,
other than the right-of-way to Cape Scott Provincial Park at the
north end of the Island.
Doyle considered that the Minister was inadequately
informed of WFP’s financial situation, and had not enquired as
to any other alternatives that WFP might have to remedy it.
Staff had valued the full 28,000 hectares at $150 million,
based on average values (including undevelopable forest lands
on northern Vancouver Island) of $5,000 to $7,500 per hectare.
The Minister, Doyle said, was aware that some of the lands
were to be sold for development, although there is no mention of
separate valuations of potential residential properties on
southern Vancouver Island. 0

